
THIRD-PARTY TRANSMISSION CONSTRUCTION

PREMIERE SUBSTATION AND T-LINE 
CONTRACTORS
In 2015, RES bolstered our North American transmission and 
substation contracting experience with the acquisition of System 
3 Inc., a specialty electrical contractor based in Sacramento, CA. 
Together, we have extensive expertise in constructing substations, 
transmission, overhead and underground distribution, and collection 
systems for utilities as well as private energy developers and 
industrial customers. Our team has built dozens of electrical 
substations, installed in excess of 15,000,000 feet of underground 
power and fiber cabling, and thousands of miles of overhead 
transmission and distribution lines.

Our highly experienced team is comprised of a skilled workforce 
able to mobilize quickly for capital or service projects across North 
America. We self-perform virtually all scopes of work, including:
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UTILITY CUSTOMERS
Our broad geographic reach has allowed us to integrate systems in 
virtually every power pool in the US and Canada. This experience 
helps us better adapt to specific requirements and specifications 
of new utility customers. RES can bring innovation to a challenging 
design constraint or execute a design based on utility standards. 
Our approach results in cost and schedule savings which directly 
benefit our customers.

INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS
RES performs traditional inside and outside plant electrical as 
well as medium, high voltage and communications work for 
major industrial clients such as the federal government, general 
and electrical contractors, industrial plants, colleges, casinos, 
hospitals, and data centers.

 • Drilling and placing 
foundations

 • Structure erection

 • Wiring
 • Stringing conductors
 • Bus welding

RES’ experienced and skilled 
workforce can mobilize quickly 
for capital or service projects 
across North America.
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY
RES offers integrated solutions to centralized and distributed energy markets applying renewable energy, 
energy storage, transmission, and demand side management technologies. We have developed and/or built 
over 12 GW of renewable energy and energy storage capacity worldwide, constructed more than 1,000 miles 
of transmission lines, and manage a portfolio of assets exceeding 2 GW.

CONTACT US TODAY
To learn how RES can meet your transmission construction and program management needs.

PRIVATE ENERGY DEVELOPERS
In addition to supporting the transmission and substation requirements on RES-developed renewable energy projects, 
we have also developed the expertise and reputation while supporting private energy developers in their efforts 
to deliver new energy options for the future. On utility-scale or distributed renewable energy projects, RES has 
completed collection systems, substations, switchyards and transmission lines up to 345kV.

...we have also developed the expertise and reputation while supporting private 
energy developers in their efforts to deliver new energy options for the future.

SUPPORTED BY COMPREHENSIVE IN-HOUSE CAPABILITIES
RES’ in-house civil, electrical, and mechanical 
engineering teams offer comprehensive expertise 
to our energy project partners. Our breadth of 
engineering experience when coordinated across RES 
teams creates a close working relationship between 
design and construction personnel. This collaborative 
approach allows us to work concurrently on engineering 
and construction phases of a project to ensure it is 
efficiently managed, transitions smoothly from one 
phase to the next, and is properly built to last.
 

RES’ integrated engineering program management 
and self-perform construction teams manage the 
entire construction process from establishing a budget 
and schedule to final testing and commissioning. 
As a safety-driven company, we have extensive 
quality assurance/quality control programs and the 
ability to perform all electrical scopes in house. 
A high-level overview of the scopes we have 
performed on our construction projects include:

 • Transmission
 • Distribution/
Collection

 • Substation
 • Switchyard

 • Maintenance
 • Restoration


